USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10111.30

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

TO_Maxwell says:
:: On Bridge filing PADDs ::

Host Bob_SM says:
THE GENEVA IS IN DRY DOCK AT STARBASE 245, PREPARING TO GET UNDERWAY

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stands at Tactical getting the systems online and ready for the upcoming mission::

CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay monitoring remaining patients:: *XO*: Tunik to Commander Eden.

CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting in the Command Chair::

AEO_Rien says:
::down in main engineering making sure that all systems are ready::*Bridge*: Engineering is ready when you are.

FCO_Elack says:
@COM: SB 245: Requesting permission to dock.

XO_Eden says:
::Sits down in the First Officer's chair:: *CMO*: Eden here, go ahead Doctor.

CSO_Shras says:
:: At science station on the Bridge ::

FCO_Elack says:
@<SB OPS>COM: Elack: Permission granted.

FCO_Elack says:
@::Docks her Shuttle, after coming back from Katarus::

CO_Tucker says:
*AEO*: What is the status of our repairs?  I would like to get this show on the road.

CSO_Shras says:
:: double-checking that all asked good have been replenished from the Starbase ::

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: I only have three remaining injured. All from our morgue has been transferred to the Starbase. Sickbay is fully prepared for our upcoming mission.

FCO_Elack says:
@::Exits the Shuttle:: COM: Geneva: Elack here. I'm back from shoreleave and coming aboard.

FCO_Elack says:
@::Beams aboard the Geneva::

AEO_Rien says:
*CO*: All systems are up and running sir. Warp is fully restored as well as the impulse engines.

MO_Tarran says:
::in sickbay working on the patients that has come in with sniffling colds:: Person: Tsk, tsk...

XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged.  You've gotten all the supplies you need from the Starbase?

CO_Tucker says:
COM: FCO: Report to the ship on the double Lt.

FCO_Elack says:
::Runs to the Bridge after being transported::

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: They are in medical storage as we speak.

CO_Tucker says:
*AEO*: Good, we will be underway shortly then.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Is everything else ready to go Commander?

FCO_Elack says:
::Enters the bridge and runs to the helm:: CO: I'm here sir! Reporting for duty.

TO_Maxwell says:
CTO: All weapons check out, phaser banks on standby, photons fully stocked

XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Good.  Once we depart, and especially when we arrive at the Galactic Arm, I want you to keep sickbay on high alert.

MO_Tarran says:
:: Hands person a tissue:: Person: Dude... seriously...  You shouldn't have tried going polar swimming on the holodeck.

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Understood Commander. Shall I advice a short meeting between senior staff?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Good job we might need them, but I hope not though.

SO_Petrie says:
:: monitoring feedback interference on the port dorsal sensor array::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Lay in a course for the Galactic Arm; prepare to engage at maximum warp once we are clear of the Starbase.

XO_Eden says:
:: Notes the FCO arriving on the bridge:: CO: We are now sir.  Operations reports normal system status.

AEO_Rien says:
:: checks the power transfers and the new warp conduits:: Self: Hmmm, they look good.

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Aye sir. :: Sets course::

MO_Tarran says:
::sends Person on their way and turns to the CMO:: CMO: That’s the last of them, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SB 245: This is the USS Geneva, requesting permission to leave dry-dock and get underway.

SO_Petrie says:
:: Tilts his head down to peer at the readings and feels his earring jingle::

TO_Maxwell says:
CO: Sir, permission to take over OPS

CMO_Tunik says:
::sees one of the three remaining slowly awakening:: MO: After the explosion, these three were severely injured. However, that one right there only needed the hypospray dosage to kick in. Therefore, he is free to go. Please inform him.

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Very well Ensign.

Host SB_Ops says:
@Com: Geneva: Geneva....  you're cleared to depart.... follow standard patterns......

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SB_OPS: Then we will get going.

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Take us out Lt.

SO_Petrie says:
::looks up:: XO: Sensors are operating well within parameters. ::smiles a bit timidly::

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Aye sir... ::Slowly backs the ship out of the docking bay, being careful not to scratch the paint::

Host SB_Ops says:
@Com: Geneva: and Geneva, watch yourselves out there... there's something going on.... we don't know here what, but the scuttle looks lousy

TO_Maxwell says:
:: takes up OPS console::

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SB_OPS:  I have heard it to.  We will.  Thank you.

CMO_Tunik says:
::monitors one of the patients:: Berlin: I believe he is ready for another dosage of Syrozine.

Host SB_Ops says:
SHIP MOORINGS AND DOCKING CLAMPS RELEASE AND THE GENEVA BECOMES SPACE WORTHY AGAIN

CMO_Tunik says:
<AMO_Berlin> ::grabs the needed hypospray and hands it to Tunik::

AEO_Rien says:
::hears the impulse engines begin to hum:: Self: Looks like we're off.

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Setting a course..... After we are clear of the Starbase, I will increase speed to Maximum Warp.

CMO_Tunik says:
::accepts the hypospray and injects 2 ccs into the patient:: Berlin: One more hour of rest and he too may leave.

MO_Tarran says:
CMO: Will do.  ::goes happily her way and treats the injured patient::  Patient: Hello.  How are you?  ::looks at chart::  Yeah.. I know.. A little sore... but here.. This should make you feel better.   ::presses a hypospray to his neck::  How about that?

SO_Petrie says:
::sits in the chair and rests his knee against the edge of the console as he starts working on algorithms::

XO_Eden says:
SO: Thank you.  :: Can’t recall ever seeing this Science Officer, but then again she's still relatively new to the ship::  Keep your eye on the LRS.  If something comes up, I want to hear it from you first. ::Smiles and turns back towards the front in her chair::

CSO_Shras says:
:: Still working on the Chodan'Ri artifacts report ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Activates all sensors and begins monitoring looking for both Klingon and Romulan ships::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> ::shudders after being injected by the MO, goes into shock::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: ETA?

FCO_Elack says:
CO: We are clear of the station. Accelerating to Warp 9.975.....

AEO_Rien says:
::adjusts the new impulse relay slightly:: Self: There that should do it. ::grins and moves to the warp core display::

SO_Petrie says:
::rubs his ridges and blinks, a little tired from double-duty::

FCO_Elack says:
CO: About 30 minutes, sir.

AEO_Rien says:
::jumps as the warp core suddenly goes to maximum:: Self: What the devil are they doing up there?

XO_Eden says:
*AEO*: How are the engines holding up?

Host SB_Ops (Warp.wav)

MO_Tarran says:
::blinks and looks at the hypospray:: Self: Uh oh...  CMO: Doctor, Patient has gone into shock after receiving the medication you specified.  Did he have allergies to it?

AEO_Rien says:
*XO*: Well Ma'am, so far so good, but going to maximum warp without testing the new systems may put a strain on them.

SO_Petrie says:
::nods:: XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the MO:: MO: I did not suggest a medication for that patient.

SO_Petrie says:
:;covers his mouth during a cough... where did that come from?:: Self: I'm so tired. ::yawns and runs the new sequence::

MO_Tarran says:
::Frowns:: CMO: Didn't you say this hypospray dosage?

CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to the patient:: MO: Syrozine was for that patient. ::points:: And I was talking to Doctor Berlin. ::pulls out medical tricorder and runs it over the patient::

CSO_Shras says:
:: hears the SO yawning ::

XO_Eden says:
*AEO_Rien*: It was imperative Lieutenant.  Orders are orders ya know.  Keep me informed of status down there.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Have you slept recently?

AEO_Bodine says:
::in main engineering at a systems diagnostics console looking for work::

AEO_Rien says:
*XO*: Aye ma'am, understood.

MO_Tarran says:
::taps the hypospray:: CMO: Perhaps a muscle relaxant to help stop the convulsion.  ::holds up the hypospray ready.::

CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: MO: Make it so.

Host SB_Ops says:
AS THE GENEVA ACCELERATES SLIGHTLY ABOVE DESIGN SPECS.... IT HURTLES THROUGH THE QUADRANT, CAUSING MANY OF THE CREW TO WONDER WHAT THE HURRY IS ALL ABOUT

SO_Petrie says:
::looks up:: CSO: Huh? Oh, sure. I'm fine. ::manages a smile::

MO_Tarran says:
::quickly applies and then begin treating Patient for shock:: CMO: I could have sworn you were talking to me.

CO_Tucker says:
XO:  SO what rumors have you heard.... err Commander.  ::Uneasy with the beginning familiarity with his new XO::

Host SB_Ops says:
SEVERAL OF THE CREW DISCUSS SOME OF THE OVERHEARD RUMORS

MO_Tarran says:
:: Suddenly feels the deck plates vibrating extremely fast::  CMO: Whoa.. This ship must be breaking warp 10.

AEO_Bodine says:
:: Manually regulates flow through the chambers to cool the core temperature::

AEO_Rien says:
:: walks back to the warp display and shakes her head:: Self: Easy there girl, you can do this. :: pats the console::

CSO_Shras says:
SO: If you need to get sleep let me know, I prefer having to replace you than having someone sleeping on the bridge in our current mission

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Erm..... Sorry for the slight turbulence...... ::Watches the bridge crew brace themselves::

CO_Tucker says:
TO:  How is the power grid holding up?

XO_Eden says:
::Re-reading over the mission orders as the CO speaks:: CO: Everything from an intergalactic boogey man to Starfleet conspiracies sir.  I'm afraid I've been hanging around the lounge too often.

SO_Petrie says:
::laughs nervously:: CSO: Sleeheh...eeping on the bridge. Hah... You're such a kidder... ::pats his back and then thinks better of it:: Uh, ... ::goes back to his work, avoiding all gazes:;

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to monitor all sensors::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> ::slowly comes out of shock... breathing regulates::

FCO_Elack says:
TO: Everything okay over there, Ensign?

AEO_Bodine says:
::despite best work the core temperature still indicates stress through temperature changes::

CSO_Shras says:
SO: In the meanwhile let's work on our sensors, we are approaching the Romulan/Klingon border so if we could get a "ping" on those cloaked ships it could be great

MO_Tarran says:
::continues to monitor the patient::

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Don't forget the Klingon/Romulan alliance Commander.  ::Chuckles::

AEO_Rien says:
::looks over at Bodine:: AEO2: Keep an eye on that core, will you Bodine? They're pushing her hard.

CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the patient:: MO: The patient seems to be recovering.

CSO_Shras says:
:: Looks at the SO, amazed by its reaction..... Those humans...::

TO_Maxwell says:
FCO: Other than I’m bored half to sludge, no problem at all

XO_Eden says:
CO: Oh yes, and the one thing that could possibly be true.  How could I forget? ::Grins::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> ::wakes::

SO_Petrie says:
:: Nods:: CSO: Yes sir... ::rubs his ridges again and pinches his nose bridge at the same time before sitting up:: I was working on a new algorithm to filter the Tarqin coefficient.

AEO_Rien says:
:: taps the panel to check the readings in the interior of the core::

CO_Tucker says:
:: Seriously now:: XO: I think we may begin to find out though.

MO_Tarran says:
CMO: So it appears, sir.   :: Checks Patient out.::   Breathing rate returning to normal... so is brain activity...   ::flips the tricorder closed::

CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Take care of this patient. ::taps his comm badge:: *XO*: Commander, could you inform me when we arrive?

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks over at the TO:: TO: How is the power grid Ensign?

CSO_Shras says:
SO: let's look at the latest available Starfleet intelligence data on those cloaking devices...

FCO_Elack says:
::Laughs:: TO: Here, I'm transmitting to you a bunch of evasive patterns that need to be catalogued..... The ones with "Gamma" should be sorted into one file, the rest should be sorted into file "FCO 3531".........

TO_Maxwell says:
CO: The grid is perfect, all lights green

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Good.

SO_Petrie says:
::taps his security clearance and brings up the data, transmitting it to Shras' screen as well::

FCO_Elack says:
::Transmits a bunch of boring paperwork to the TO for him to sort::

TO_Maxwell says:
:: starts cataloguing and does about 100 in the first two minutes ::

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: I live for paperwork

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Bodine, what temperature are you getting on the core? This has to be wrong.

MO_Tarran says:
::continues to monitor the Patient's vital signs::

XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Certainly Doctor.  Not a problem.

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Thank you.

XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: How are our three lingering patients doing?

TO_Maxwell says:
:: sends back all the paperwork, filed, processed, and in good order ::

AEO_Bodine says:
AEO1: Well, it’s above safety limits...

SO_Petrie says:
::chews the edge of his lip and coughs:: CSO: Si… ::small cough:: Sir, are we sure that detection can be done?

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Two require a little rest. One has to recover from shock, and then he can return to duty.

FCO_Elack says:
::Looks over the finished paperwork:: TO: Very nice.....very nice indeed.....

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: We have to keep that reading down. Suggestions?

FCO_Elack says:
TO: Since you are so good at paperwork.... I also have a bunch of department logs and reports that need to be filled out and sorted in the correct file.....

MO_Tarran says:
::nods to the Patient and answers his question.:: Patient: You went into shock.. But you're alright now.

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: ::muttering:: Please deposit all paperwork here :: points at lap ::

FCO_Elack says:
::Transmits a very large and unorganized data file to TO::

TO_Maxwell says:
:: starts to work his magic on the file :: 

CMO_Tunik says:
*Medical Teams*: Medical Team Alpha, report to sickbay. Medical Team Beta, report to your emergency posts. Medical Team Gamma, report to Auxiliary Cargo Bay of your choice.

AEO_Bodine says:
AEO1: Let me think...

CMO_Tunik says:
::turns to MO:: MO: You will stay with me in sickbay. However, I will shortly make a visit to the bridge.

MO_Tarran says:
::looks over at the CMO::  CMO: Do you wish me to finish here?  Or to go to my emergency post?

TO_Maxwell says:
:: sends file in pristine order back to the FCO ::

AEO_Rien says:
::walks around the console and does a visual  on the core::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::burps and downs another blood wine.. The IKS Kang follows the Geneva closely.. Cloaked and out of sensor range.. Tosses the mug across the bridge and hits one of the lower officers in the head with it::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues monitoring all sensors looking fro both Klingon and Romulan ships::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> MO: You... you look familiar. You remind me of someone I know... wait... I mean...

XO_Eden says:
::Can almost feel the deck shudder at the warp strain::  FCO: What's our ETA to the first checkpoint?

FCO_Elack says:
XO: 5 minutes, ma'am.

MO_Tarran says:
::blinks:: Patient: I assure you.. I'm not her.  ::smiles:: I have been known to be called a number of names every once in a while though.

MO_Tarran says:
::shrugs:: Patient: I don’t' know though..  Just one of those faces I guess.

FCO_Elack says:
::Is startled by the TO's speed:: TO: Wha.....wow.....have you ever considered a career as an executive assistant? ::Laughs::
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K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ Crew: Is their course charted?! ::grabs a hand full of meat and chews as he waits the answer::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> ::tries to stand, partially succeeds::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: I want you to alter course slightly... specifically to the Madtion Nebula, continue at maximum warp.

AEO_Bodine says:
AEO1: How about we turn the bussard collectors into an exhaust pipe of sorts and vent some of the heat? If the Bridge will approve it.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: If they are there then they can be detected, we just need to find out how....

MO_Tarran says:
::helps the patient:: Patient: Perhaps you should stay a bit more before returning to duty....

XO_Eden says:
::Overhears::  CO: The Madtion Nebula sir?

CO_Tucker says:
::Quickly closes the orders displayed on his console::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::scratches as the report comes in.. Orders the IKS Kang ahead of the Geneva by 100 kilometers and turns about.. Weapons powered and begins to uncloak in their path::

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Changes course by 1.34 degrees so that they are flying straight towards Madtion Nebula::

SO_Petrie says:
:;smiles a little tiredly:: CSO: Perhaps we can send out cute and whimsical cards. Hallmark, or do you like those Snoopy ones?

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> MO: Usually, I would agree. But the engineering chief said this was more important then his... Chinny chin chin. I didn't understand. But, I guess it's important.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir we have a Klingon Warbird decloaking in front of us sir.

CSO_Shras says:
:: Looks at the SO, puzzled ::

CO_Tucker says:
XO: A routine last minute course correction.  ::Looks at her realizing she knows what he is saying, even though he will not say it::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: Hold your position.. You’re encroaching on Klingon territory!

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Can we do that safely at maximum warp?

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Are you certain you are ok!

FCO_Elack says:
::Is slightly curious/suspicious about the odd course change::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: All stop!

MO_Tarran says:
Patient: I see...  ::still hanging on to him::  I insist in escorting you down there then.

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Aye! ::Comes out of warp to a very sharp stop::

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: Ok, were DEFINITELY gonna scratch the paint

SO_Petrie says:
::shrugs:: SO: Define Ok, sir... ::coughs again and looks at the screen::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::powers forward weapons and waits for the weak human Federation to pause::

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Yellow Alert!  Are his weapons powered?

FCO_Elack says:
::Lurches forward::

XO_Eden says:
CO: Oh... ::Trails off and mutters "This can't be good"... then hears the Klingon voice:: I was right.

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> ::nods:: MO: Thank you.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Puts the ship on yellow alert::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@:;grins and finished dinner.. Tossing the tray on the FCO::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Belay that! Evasive maneuvers... maintain course and speed.

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Seems we're stopping, let's try venting that heat now before we speed up again.

MO_Tarran says:
::turns to the CMO:: CMO: Permission to escort Patient here to his post in engineering.

CMO_Tunik says:
::exits his office with a PADD in hand:: MO: Could you take this to engineering?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Their  Weapons are powered sir.

AEO_Bodine says:
AEO1: Well, it is better then blowing up down here. Is that is what you are asking? The warp field could be strengthened if OPS diverts power from deflector control to the warp field emitters.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@<K_FCO> CO: Sir! They are changing course and taking an attack position!

CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks::

CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Granted.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ Self: Bahhrgh!

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Erm......aye sir......::Goes back into warp, lurching the ship forward again::

Host SB_Ops says:
THE TWO SHIPS ENCROACH ON THE SPACE WHERE THE BANAYON NEBULA CAN BE SEEN IN ALL ITS GLORY

FCO_Elack says:
::Enacts evasive pattern Alpha 453-32::

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Contact the bridge and tell them what we're trying to do.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Raises shields::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ FCO: Follow that ship!

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Looks like we might have an engagement....

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> MO: Do you know a guy….. Or... is it….. I can't remember.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir the Klingons are following sir.

FCO_Elack says:
TO: Thank you for sorting my evasive patterns.....I got that one out a whole lot faster than normal.....

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::the IKS Kang comes up again.. Ahead of the Geneva with full shields and aft weapons powered and targeted::

XO_Eden says:
CSO/SO: What are you two getting on the ship?

TO_Maxwell says:
:: goes to his Tactical console, leaving OPS to a relief::

SO_Petrie says:
XO: For the engagement sir? I was thinking of a crystal swan? But that's really breakable. Maybe luggage.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: We'll try to stay out of weapons range...

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: Federation ship, I said hold it Humans! You have no right to be here! LEAVE!!!

TO_Maxwell says:
FCO: No problem

FCO_Elack says:
::Plots a difficult variation of her original evasive course::

AEO_Rien says:
Self: They're going to damage the engines if they keep this up. ::growls under her breath::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: Federation ship, this is Klingon internal affairs!

XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Doctor we've had a little run in with what could only be Klingons.  Stay alert.

CMO_Tunik says:
<Patient> MO: I know you know….??? It's this tall golden guy. I had a dream that he was..  Like a Q or something.

MO_Tarran says:
::shakes her head as she helps Patient:: Patient: I used to date a guy... but not anymore.  Why?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: I will keep you notified and try and let you know if they begin targeting us sir.

AEO_Bodine says:
*Bridge*: We are overheating down here badly. We need to release some of the core heat. I think it can be done through the collectors if the flow is reversed and we increase power to the warp field to stabilize the ship.

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Ignore their hails.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: That's it ensign, get to sickbay and get the doctor to look at you....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Keeps a close eye on the Klingons::

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: Sorry, Game over pal :: forming targeting solution ::

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Understood Commander. All of my medical teams are in position. Except, Berlin has to report to the Bridge.

XO_Eden says:
::Would have laughed had it been any other situation:: SO: Seriously ... Petrie, get me everything you can on that ship.

FCO_Elack says:
ALL: Brace yourselves, people...This might get a bit rough........::Makes a sharp turn to the left, and then just as she is turning, curves right::

XO_Eden says:
CSO: I really don't think there's anything wrong with the Ensign, Commander.  Besides, we need all the help we can get up here.

AEO_Bodine says:
::the core glows brighter then he has ever seen it before and is dazed for a moment::

TO_Maxwell says:
CO: Phasers locked! Photons loaded! Give me the word and I’ll make them space dust

SO_Petrie says:
::shivers:: CSO: Can I pass sir? Have you seen how the doc looks at you? It's creepy...

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::slams fist on the console::  COM: Geneva: Federation ship, I'm warning you! Turn your toy ship back and leave! You’re assembling a war fleet! I have proof! This is an ACT OF WAR!

CMO_Tunik says:
Berlin: Report to the Bridge.

MO_Tarran says:
::continues to help Patient to Engineering and steps into the TL with him::

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Now! And don't return without the doc's clearance....

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@::screeches and goes to tactical.. Aims the weapons and fires at the Federation ship:: Ha, ha, ha! 

CO_Tucker says:
::Gets annoyed at the Klingons incessant chatter::
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SO_Petrie says:
::sighs:: CSO: Aye sir. But I'm taking Binky. ::takes his stuffed Bajoran rabbit and walks to the lift::

CSO_Shras says:
:: turns his attention away from the ensign and to the situation, monitoring the Klingon ship ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir they are targeting us and firing sir.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::fires again::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Keep us out of weapons range.

CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::enter turbo lift:: Computer: Bridge.

Host SB_Ops says:
THE KLINGON DISRUPTER FIRE REACHES ACROSS SPACE AND ACROSS THE BOW OF THE GENEVA......
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CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Their shot just went over our Bow sir.

FCO_Elack says:
CO: I'll do my best, sir... ::Speeds up to Warp 9.76::

XO_Eden says:
::Takes back her comment and now glances fleetingly at the seemingly insane SO::

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: Suck vacuum! :: prepares to fire torpedoes ::

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Red Alert!

CSO_Shras says:
:: scanning the Klingon ship ::

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Let's try this. Increase the plasma flow and open the controller and reroute the flow to the outer conduits, that way it will lengthen the time in the conduit and cool it down.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::follows the Geneva towards the Madtion Nebula::

MO_Tarran says:
::drops Patient X in ENG::  Patient: I guess you are good to go.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Puts the ship on Red alert and powers the weapons systems::

Host SB_Ops says:
AS WEAPONS FIRE REACHES ACROSS THE GENEVA, RED ALERT CLAXONS BLARE

SO_Petrie says:
::listens to "the girl from Iponema” on the way down in the lift::

CO_Tucker says:
COM: K-CO: Since when does the Klingon Empire dishonor itself by firing on its Allies?  ::Loudly and full of bravado::

MO_Tarran says:
::rides back up in the TL to sickbay::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Ens_Madison> ::walks to MO:: MO: Do you have the medical PADD from Lieutenant Tunik?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to get a targeting lock on their weapons systems and awaits the CO command to return fire::

XO_Eden says:
TO: Get me a damage report for all decks.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: You are NOT our allies! You are building a war fleet in that nebula and I have been sent to stop you Human.. You are weak! You know nothing of HONOR!

AEO_Bodine says:
AEO1: You got it. Monitor the outer conduit make sure we don't throw too much into it.  ::hears alert:: Self: Geese like we need another problem right now..

TO_Maxwell says:
XO: aye :: looks at CTO :: CTO: I already did that

SO_Petrie says:
::trips over his shoelaces and runs shoulder first into the opposite wall as he falls out of the lift:: Oww... I need to go to sickbay.... Let's go Binky... Binky? ::looks around for the rabbit and spots the lift doors closing and going away:: Nooooooooo! ::falls down crying:;

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: I know, always comes when you least expect it. ::watches the flow::

AEO_Bodine says:
::starts the suggested re-flow sequence and prays the core will cool down::

CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::enters bridge and goes to her medical post::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Just noticed that good job just wait for the CO order to fire before you do anything.

CO_Tucker says:
COM: K-CO: I know more of Honor than apparently you do... but if you need convinced, perhaps I should send you on your way....

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Load aft torpedo launchers.

MO_Tarran says:
::walks down the corridor towards the Sickbay when she trips over SO and falls down:: SO: Hey!!

AEO_Rien says:
::looks closely at the readings:: AEO2: That's doing it Bodine...well done.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. AFT launchers ready sir.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Kahless had a vision that one day the people who killed the Gods would become week.. That time in NOW!

SO_Petrie says:
::sobs:: MO: Have you seen Binky? He's about yae high, furry. Cutest little button nose? Well it is a button actually...

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Target their engines....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Scan for a second bird they usually hurt in pairs.

MO_Tarran says:
::blinks::  SO: Say wha?  ::scrambles to her feet:: Who are you?  Haven't seen you before.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Targets their engines::

TO_Maxwell says:
CTO: scanning

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::looks at the ceiling and raises both hands::  COM: Geneva: now the vision has come.. Set forth the Prophesy of Blood! 

CMO_Tunik says:
<Madison> ::exits turbo lift and walks to sickbay::

AEO_Rien says:
AEO2: Keep rerouting the flow, the temperature is coming down nicely.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Ready to fire sir.

XO_Eden says:
*CMO/AEO*/CTO/CSO/FCO: Departments, report status.  ::Listening to the CO with increasing curiosity::

AEO_Bodine says:
::sighs in relief:: *Bride*: we have found a way too cool the core but we still can't handle much more then this speed for long. This is a real risk we might damage the core.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: Federation ship, your Federation has pulled together the entire 3rd fleet.. There is a war coming!

CO_Tucker says:
COM: K-CO: Stand down immediately, or face the consequences.

SO_Petrie says:
:;rises to his feet sadly:: MO: I lost Binky and I'm supposed to go to Sickbay.

MO_Tarran says:
SO: Who's Binky.. And I work in sickbay...

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ ::points a finger at the screen and the CO:: COM: Geneva: pa`Gara! Infidel! Your blood and your crews will begin the vision if you do not leave NOW!

MO_Tarran says:
::taps the TL:: SO: Maybe it's still in the TL.

SO_Petrie says:
::leans on her:: MO: Binky is my rabbit... yae high... and blue and fluffy. He's my best friend.

FCO_Elack says:
XO: We are going to the captain's specified coordinates at Warp 9.756......we are currently out of weapons range.

MO_Tarran says:
::feels strange to have a strange man leaning on her, but hey.. He’s kinda cute.:: SO: Well.. Let see....  ::drags him into the TL with her and search the ground:: SO: Do you see it?

CSO_Shras says:
XO: Nothing unusual to report

CMO_Tunik says:
::releases the last remaining of the injured::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Weapons systems are online and active shields are at full power, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
COM: K-CO:  I have my orders.... break off your pursuit.

SO_Petrie says:
::looks around and eyes fly wide:: MO: Binky! ::grabs the rabbit and hugs him and pets him and calls him Binky::

Host SB_Ops says:
SUDDENLY, ALL SCREENS ON THE GENEVA, THROUGHOUT THE SHIP GO BLANK

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ COM: Geneva: and I have mine Federation infidel.. Prepare for the new day.. For the blood of the Gods will flow freely in the space ways this night..

FCO_Elack says:
CO: Sir???? The screen.........

AEO_Rien says:
::does not like what is happening to her engines:: *XO*: Commander, Any chance we'll be dropping to cruising speed soon? The engines are being pushed too hard.

CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Sickbay is empty and ready for the inevitable, Commander.

Host SB_Ops says:
THE BLANK SCREENS THEN AS QUICKLY COME UP WITH AN EMBLEM

MO_Tarran says:
::thinks the SO has gone bonkers and tries to get out of the TL, but walks into the door::   Self: Oh no!!  The door is jam....

CO_Tucker says:
Self: What the... ???

XO_Eden says:
::Jolts up in her chair::

TO_Maxwell says:
Self: oh

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Thinks what the.....:: CO: Sir, my screens have all gone the blank. I’m trying to find the problem now, sir.

Host SB_Ops says:
THE EMBLEM OF THE OMEGA DIRECTIVE WARNING

MO_Tarran says:
::shudders as the TL goes black::  SO: What is going on?

MO_Tarran says:
::taps her comm badge::

Host SB_Ops says:
SOME OF THE CREW RECOGNIZES THE EMBLEM... THE CAPTAIN CERTAINLY DOES.....

CSO_Shras says:
:: looks at the screen and wonders what is happening ::

FCO_Elack says:
Out loud: What the….? What is this???

XO_Eden says:
*AEO*: Rien, I need to know if there's a malfunction with any systems.

AEO_Bodine says:
::wipes sweat off:: AEO1: glad we got the heat down I was getting warm now, I’ve lost my console....

CO_Tucker says:
::Sees the screen:: CTO: Fire on the Klingon ship. ::Quietly and solemnly::

MO_Tarran says:
::screams too at his arms around her:: SO: Will you get a hold of yourself.

MO_Tarran says:
*ENG*: Dr. Tarran to engineering.

MO_Tarran says:
::glances at the horseshoe emblem on the control display:: SO: Do you know what that is?

SO_Petrie says:
::shakes head in the dark:: I'm too busy getting hold of you! ::shivers::

SO_Petrie says:
SO: A horseshoe?

XO_Eden says:
::Looks at the strange emblem displayed on every monitor and console in view::

MO_Tarran says:
SO: Sweet... if it's any other time... but.... will you let me go please.. I can hardly breathe with you so close.

CMO_Tunik says:
::sees the emblem and remembers how crazy his previous captain went::

AEO_Bodine says:
*MO*: Yes doctor?

AEO_Rien says:
*XO*: The warp systems are overheating but we're rerouting the flow to the outer conduits for now, but we could vent the plasma if we could reduce speed.

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@:: notices the alteration on the federation ships' power out put and goes to check sensors::

MO_Tarran says:
*AEO*: I'm in the turbo lift with.... someone.. And we're stuck.. The door won't open.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Fires on the Klingon ship::

SO_Petrie says:
::breathes and lets her go; looking at the logo::

K-CO_S`Raork says:
@ Self: the hand of the God has come!

AEO_Bodine says:
*MO*: We'll send a crew your way as soon as we can.

Host SB_Ops says:
THE KLINGON CRUISER KANG COMES TO AN ABRUPT STOP IN SPACE.

AEO_Rien says:
::looks over at Bodine and smiles:: AEO2: Go and get them out of there.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: You have the bridge... I will be in my Ready Room.  ::Gets up and walks to the RR::

MO_Tarran says:
SO: What's Starfleet trying to tell us?  A horseshoe game?

CMO_Tunik says:
::taps his communicator:: *XO*: Tunik to Eden. My computer has a Greek symbol on it. Could you explain why?

Host SB_Ops says:
THE GENEVA ALSO COMES TO A HALT, AUTOMATICALLY

XO_Eden says:
CO: Aye... ::Stands as he leaves and sits when he enters the RR::

Host SB_Ops says:
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